
Community

TO BE WORKED THROUGH IN CONJUNCTION WITH VIDEO:
http://tinyurl.com/community100KVA

It's so important for your business growth and momentum to have a fan club following you around.
A community that is so obsessed with what you are doing, they are champions of your stuff and
promote you where ever they go. To be seen as an authoritative you must be the lion in the jungle. 

In order to build this community you need to be super clear with what you are doing and what you can
offer your peeps and its for this exact reason why we work on this step NOW and not at the beginning.
At the beginning you were still defining your message and your identity and chances are things may
have changed from when we started (or at lest become more defined) so doing this step now ensures
that you get the best result possible.

There are Three key elements to buulding a community around you...

1. Place
2. Presence
3. Purpose

Community



1. Place

Place refers to where you will home your community. Where you place it will be determined by your
market and where they hang out and their level of technological expertise. By now you will know
this information as you know your client's identity well.

Places to consider include:
* Facebook groups
* Linkedin Groups
* Forum On Your Website or Linked (ie such as Yahoo Forums)
* Community Software Platforms  (google search will bring up many for you to research)
* Meetup Groups

What ever you choose make sure its one that is easily accessible both from a computer, phone or
tablet (more and more people are actually now using the internet from their phone only and rarely
use a computer).

Make sure that it is affordable (if you decide to go down the path of a paid platform) so that the
additional expense doesn't become too much and then you are stuck with a half built community
you are trying to move over to somewhere free.

Remember though - when you own it completely you have access for life. When you use SOMEONE elses
platform (such as Facebook) there is nothing there to stop them from taking it away from you.



Sure its fun to have 10,000 fans in your community - but unless you are collecting their
information as well and staying in touch with them personally = one day you may not have
access.  Never put all of your eggs in one basket.

2. Presence.
Presences is about the realistic time you can commit to the community. AS the leader, admin,
manager what ever you call yourself you need to be active and consistent for the long term. Yes
eventually you can outsource much of the admin (like managing posts, threads and requests to
join) to someone else but you still must be present for people to remember that you're in charge.

How much time can you commit to your community? Even 15min a day is plenty to take a ton of
action. What ever you do make sure your interaction is at the time when MOST of your members are
online (once again you will know this if you know their identity) .

mark the time in your diary and make it a habit. Its that simple.

3. Purpose
Purpose is about value. What are your members going to get from being a part of your community?
Its definitely not a daily sales pitch from yourself. It will be hints and tips. Support and
networking.  Brainstorming of ideas and motivating each other. 

Many group managers prefer to theme their days to enable members to make it easier for them to
engage (as many people don't know what to say in these large networking groups.



We are all inundated with opportunities to connect with people so make sure that your community
is not just lost in the crowd and becomes overwhelming for people.  Purpose is so important for
this reason.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Rookie Mistakes to avoid include:
* adding people without permission (rather than inviting)
* Having no valuable content
* Not managing bullying behavior
* BEING MIA (ie not posting regularly)

These are all so easily avoidable so make sure you are completely aware of them.

So your work this week is to decide on a platform, create the community frame work and invite
your contacts and colleagues to join. If you have been heavy in your clients world over the last 10
weeks then you will have plenty of people to talk to this about. Mention it wherever you go.

Finally on the next page is a place for you to brain storm ideas about your community so you are
ready to rock when you start.



Use the space below to list Benefits of your group, theme ideas, value you can bring and more.


